Gee Whiz!

Gee Whiz! is a fictional short story based
on the life of a 14 year old Chinese boy
who worked as a gold miner at the end of
the California Gold Rush and later on the
first U.S. Transcontinental Railroad. This
book presents a historical context of
glimpses into the life of a boy who became
a man with his feet planted both in
America and in China. Appropriate for
early and middle teen readers who are
interested in history of that era.

(US, dated) Expression of surprise or annoyance, now usually equivalent to Why should I care? so what? You only got
10% in the test. Gee whiz youll getgee whiz pronunciation. How to say gee whiz. Listen to the audio pronunciation in
English. Learn more.Synonyms for gee whiz at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for gee whiz. - 4 min - Uploaded by Schrooms73Carla Thomas singing Gee Whiz back in 1988. Carla
Thomas - Gee Whiz. Schrooms73 - 2 min - Uploaded by Carlos RasoolMix - Carla Thomas-Gee Whiz (Look at His
Eyes)YouTube Gee Whiz An impromptu gee whiz definition: exclamation used variously to express surprise, wonder,
enthusiasm, protest, of gee whizeuphemistic alternative of Jesus - 3 min - Uploaded by OLDSCHOOLMUSICBFBMix
- The Emotions - Gee Whiz (look at his eyes)YouTube Gilberto Gil Toda menina Bahiana Gee Whiz or G-Wiz or
variation may refer to: Gee Whiz. Gee Whiz an episode from the third season of Aqua Teen Hunger Force Gee Whiz
(Look at His Eyes),(N.) The South Jersey/ATHF Word for Jesus, used to not offend sensitive viewers or the
FCC.Definition of gee-whiz. 1 : designed to arouse wonder or excitement or to amplify the merits or significance of
something especially by the use of clever or sensational language. - 4 min - Uploaded by RastaChakaMix - Toots & The
Maytals - Gee WhizYouTube I Know We Can Make It - TOOTS & THE (N.) The South Jersey/ATHF Word for Jesus,
used to not offend sensitive viewers or the FCC.exclamation. People sometimes say gee whiz in order to express a
strong reaction to something or to introduce a remark or response. [US, informal, feelings]gee whiz definition: an
expression of surprise or enthusiasm. Learn more.gee-whiz. [jee-hwiz, -wiz] See more synonyms on adjective Informal.
arousing or characterized by surprise, wonder, or triumphant achievement: a gee-whiz technology a gee-whiz reaction to
the sight of the Grand Canyon. - 7 min - Uploaded by teendude16Great!Marked by or inducing a sense of wide-eyed
wonder or excitement, as in response to an amazing achievement: The book seems a little too gee-whiz even for - 2 min
- Uploaded by Phillip MaldonadoI do not own the rights to this song and in no way am profiting from it. I am simply
sharing the Gee Whiz-z-z-z-z-z-z is a 1956 Warner Bros. cartoon in the Looney Tunes series featuring Wile E. Coyote
and the Road Runner (released on May 5, 1956).
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